ARTIST PRACTITIONERS IN
SCHOOLS

BUB BLOG 3

Inspiration for
Creative Learning
CHOOSE A THEME FOR LEARNING AND USE IT
AS A STARTING POINT FOR ACTIVE CREATIVE
LEARNING.

CREATIVE PRACTITIONER - BUB BACON
SESSION - DISCOVERY PRIMARY SCHOOL
WORKING WITH YEAR 1 AND 2 SEN PUPILS
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We were working on a project across the year groups with a topic of “cause and effect”. Each
class chose from the themes I had suggested that would fit in and link with other areas of
the curriculum; colours, letters and numbers, floating and sinking, light, sound, metals and
magnets, wind, nature, sense of self. Part of my art support practice is to share knowledge on
how to use everyday items and waste to explore experiment and excite new methods for
providing stimulating creative opportunities in the classroom. The teachers will mirror this
activity and adapt where necessary to fit in with future topics. The yr. 1 & 2 class chose
floating and sinking. We saved up yogurt and take away containers, resourced lolly sticks
and blue tack, paper for flags, a huge water trough and plenty of towels. As I arrive in the
classroom the children gather round, excited to see what ‘ things’ are in the big blue boxes
on my trolley. All the ‘things’ (materials) are safe and hygienic as the children will explore
them with all their senses. The children are the teachers here, encouraging others to look at
the ‘things’ in many different ways. A short chat about what we the materials are called, a
bottle, a container, a flag, paper, wooden sticks….. and how they might fix together to make a
boat. We look at pictures of boats and how they float on water. We look at sails and flags.
An example of a boat model is shown. The children are excited to get going and choose
different containers and are eager to take their boats to the water table. But they are
reminded that there are sails and flags to create and boats to decorate. Stickers and
scissors, sticky tape and sharpie pens are all in full flow as the children create and colour
their own designs through their individual markings on the flags. It's an area of creative
industry.
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The children decided when they were finished,
allowing as little or as much time as they need
yet questioned with encouragement; to just
ask themselves if they want to add anything
else? or take anything away? Are you really
done? When they were really done they took
their boats over to the floating tank, some
sank, some floated, adjustments to the sails
were made until the float was a success. The
sheer delight that their boat was on the water
was a magically moment to witness. They
really do see the wonderment, amazing,
wonderful, creative thinkers. The teachers
managed to capture some photo and video
footage of this session, which is shared back to
parents and other staff to celebrate and
record on individual learning plans;
recognising cause and effect, whilst
discovering floating and sinking with their
wonderful creative inventions of individuality.
The teachers are encouraged to share the
technique out in a repeat session at the next
parent “stay and share” morning. It was a
great success. The parents having already
seen the photos and video are keen to come
and have a go. The children show them their
boats and how to create new ones; another
hive of activity escalates as the steps are
repeated. A new family of boats are ready to
float. This is work that floats my boat and why
I love my practice, whilst I’m sharing
techniques and forever encouraging the artist
out from you all. My creative journey of
discovery is expanded as we work with these
fantastic opportunities of learning together.
Thanks to all the wonderful pupils, staff and
parents at Discovery Special Academy. There
is some wonderful footage that is safely
shared amongst staff and parents. So please
enjoy the gallery of the finished boats.
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